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Abstract: The paper discusses the synthesis problem of a bistable piston pump, employing a driving
mechanism that comprises shape memory alloy wires, a two-section involute cam, and an energy-
recuperating spring. The transition from one stable end position to another in the pump is achieved
by heating and subsequently shortening one of the shape memory alloy wires, initiating the motion
of the mechanism. This is then followed by the engagement of the recuperative spring to traverse the
intermediate unstable equilibrium position and complete the entire stroke. The reversal of motion
follows a similar approach, where the second SMA wire shortens while the first wire remains in a
cold state. Importantly, the mechanism necessitates a low force within the shape memory alloy wire
to initiate motion towards the opposite stable position. This research encompasses the examination
of type, geometric, and force synthesis considerations for the pump, leading to the development
of fundamental kinematic and force relationships. Moreover, a novel mechanism is proposed and
synthesized, incorporating a two-section involute cam with a cusp point, to generate the desired
discontinuous moment function produced by the recuperative spring. Further analysis reveals that
the thermal time constant, which regulates the dynamic response of the mechanism, is directly
proportional to the diameter of the driving SMA and inversely proportional to the square root of the
number of SMA branches.

Keywords: synthesis; bistable mechanism; shape memory alloys; reciprocating pump; energy recu-
peration; two-section involute cam

1. Introduction

The application of smart materials in advanced actuators and sensor systems has
exhibited a steady increase over the past two to three decades. This is primarily due to
the ability of smart materials to provide unique solutions to engineering challenges while
optimizing material consumption [1]. Moreover, the incorporation of smart materials has
resulted in improved dynamics and energy efficiency in the newly developed products.

Shape memory alloys (SMAs) are a typical representative of smart materials that pro-
vide opportunities to create actuators with substantial force generation and displacement
capabilities, spanning from microns to several millimeters. Despite the persistent research
efforts in SMA [2–4], the most widely adopted alloys in commercial applications are cur-
rently NiTi alloys, characterized by a nickel and titanium composition of approximately
50% [5,6].

Within modern engineering, SMAs find extensive application through their three
distinct effects: the Super Elastic Effect, the Two-Way Shape Memory Effect, and the
One-Way Shape Memory Effect [7,8]. The Super Elastic Effect pertains to the restoration
of the material’s shape at a constant temperature and is not commonly employed in
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actuators. The Two-Way Shape Memory Effect enables changes in the material’s form in
response to temperature stimuli and is predominantly utilized in microelectromechanical
systems, while its implementation in macroelectromechanical systems is relatively less
frequent [9–11].

The One-Way Shape Memory Effect requires pre-deformation of the SMA driving
element through the application of a biasing force, which can be achieved by employing a
constant force (such as weight), a linear force (such as elasticity), or by utilizing an opposing
SMA element with temperature control [12–16]. The pre-deformation corresponds to the
displacement of the actuator’s executive unit in a specific direction. Upon heating, the
driving SMA element re-establishes its original shape, resulting in the movement of the
executive unit in the opposite direction. After heating, SMA drive elements can successfully
recover their initial shape despite undergoing substantial deformations, encompassing
tensile, compressive, bending, torsional, or mixed deformations [17,18].

The actuators that deflect SMA wires using a spring mechanism represent the widely
adopted and uncomplicated design approach. Typically, the heating of SMA wires is
achieved by means of an electric current, harnessing the Joule’s Effect [19]. These actuators
are the most compact, as SMA wires provide the highest energy density. Their movement
is smoothly controlled and noiseless. In many instances, these actuators can provide
engineering solutions superior to conventional ones, such as motor-driven spur gears,
lever mechanisms, or pneumatic or hydraulic cylinders [20]. Despite the well-established
advantages associated with the SMA drive, particularly in the context of microactuators, it
is imperative to acknowledge the presence of certain inherent limitations. It is undeniable
that SMA devices exhibit low energy efficiency, with reported efficiencies of 2–3% for the
SMA heat engine [21] and up to 4.5% for the clamp-free actuator [22]. This calls for further
investigation and improvement in order to optimize their performance.

Bistable mechanisms exhibit two distinct stable equilibrium positions, between which
they transition through an intermediate unstable equilibrium position, driven by changes
in elastic forces [23–25]. These mechanisms are suitable for application in electrical circuit
contacts and the creation of nonlinear oscillation systems due to their rapid switching
after passing the unstable equilibrium position [26,27]. The operation of elastic forces
can generate restoring (recuperating) forces [28]. Bistable mechanisms are appropriate for
driving through SMAs because only half of the stroke can be overcome to the unstable
position. This is achieved by deviating the bistable mechanism from one of its stable
positions to the unstable one with SMAs and then releasing it to move by the action of the
elastic forces [29].

The team of authors behind this paper has developed and patented a valve featuring
bistable action, whereby half of the work required for valve closure or opening is effectively
supported by an energy-recuperating spring [30,31]. Electric heating of the SMA wires
is employed to initiate the partial displacement of the executive element in this valve.
A design for a piston pump that uses the bistable valve principle has been developed
in [32]. This pump achieves bistability and energy recuperation by utilizing a three-arm
rocker and a recuperative spring. A patent application [33] has been filed to protect the
structure and principle of operation. Based on energy and force calculations, it has been
determined that the design of the bistable SMA-driven pump proposed in reference [32] can
be further improved. One possibility is the introduction of an additional cam mechanism
for converting the recuperative force by a suitable non-linear function.

This paper aims to explore various possibilities regarding the type, force, and geomet-
ric synthesis of a bistable piston pump, employing a driving mechanism that comprises
SMA wires, a two-section involute cam, and an energy-recuperating spring to achieve opti-
mal performance. This design should eliminate the shortcomings of the mentioned bistable
pump with a three-arm rocker and a recuperative spring, developed in [32]. Additionally,
the electrothermal drive system of the piston pump will be investigated, with the ultimate
goal of achieving a fast dynamic response. By delving into these aspects, this research
contributes to advancing the field and enhancing the efficiency of SMA-driven bistable
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piston pumps, with potential applications in different areas, including fluid power systems
and actuation mechanisms.

2. Motivation for Creating a Bistable Pump with Coinciding Unstable
Equilibrium Positions

Figure 1 depicts a simplified kinematic sketch of the bistable reciprocating piston
pump, as proposed in references [32,33], incorporating a three-arm rocker, a recuperative
spring, and a drive mechanism that employs SMA.
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2. Piston; 3. Discharge SMA wire; 4. Coupler; 5. Suction SMA wire; 6. Recuperative spring; 7. Piston
cylinder; 8. Three-arm rocker; 9. Discharge valve; 10. Suction valve.

The geometric and force parameters of the pump are precisely determined to ensure
stable equilibrium at two specific positions, presented in Figure 1: the bottom dead center
(BDC) and the top dead center (TDC) of piston 2. The same figure illustrates the align-
ment between BDC and TDC and the corresponding positions on the indicator diagram,
presented in pressure-displacement coordinates p-s.

The bistability originates from the alteration in sign of the resultant moments about
the revolute joint at point O, resulting from the active forces exerted by the piston and the
springs on the three-arm rocker 8. This ensures that an unstable equilibrium position is
present during both the discharge and suction periods. Fine-tuned adjustments to this
unstable equilibrium position can be accomplished by manipulating the characteristics of
the piston spring 1.

The ideal operation of the bistable pump is based on the principle that the two SMA
wires, 3 and 5, displace the rocker to an unstable equilibrium position, from which the
recuperative spring 6 aids further movement. It is crucial to highlight that the extension of
the SMA wires should be limited to the point of instability, rather than spanning the entire
piston stroke. Beyond this point, the active wire relaxes, and the tension is transferred to
the opposing SMA wire through the recuperative spring.
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It is noteworthy that the unstable equilibrium positions for the suction and discharge
phases in general may differ. However, in certain conditions, such as those found in the
bistable valve [30,31], these positions can coincide. In order to determine the unstable equi-
librium positions, it is imperative to conduct a thorough force analysis of the mechanism.

Given that the origin of the global coordinate system {xy} is located at point O (see
Figure 1), the conversion from piston displacement s to position angle ϕ of the three-arm
rocker is achieved through the utilization of the following equation, which represents the
position function of the slider-crank mechanism:

s = hp + cl + r sin ϕ− r
√

l2 − (r cos ϕ− xB)
2 − yBDC (1)

where hp is the piston stroke, cl is the pump clearance, r = OA is the length of the first arm
of the three-arm rocker, l = AB is the length of the coupler, and yBDC is the BDC coordinate
of the piston.

Equations (2)–(14), derived in [32], can be utilized to obtain the force characteristics of
the system.

The position of point C is determined by its coordinates

xC = R cos(ϕ + β) (2)

yC = R sin(ϕ + β) (3)

where R = OC and β = ^AOC.
The recuperative spring length CD is denoted by ρ expressed as

ρ = CD =

√
(xC − xD)

2 + (yC − yD)
2 (4)

The axial force Fr in the recuperative spring is found from the expression

Fr = (lR0 − ρ)kr (5)

where lR0 and kr are the initial nondeformed length of the recuperative spring, and its
stiffness, correspondingly.

The moment Mr of the force Fr with respect to the joint O is

Mr = −Frhr (6)

where hr = OC1 is the distance between the line of action of the recuperative force and
point and OC1⊥DC2.

From the triangle ∆OC1C2, after denoting xr = OC2 and ψr = ^C1OC2 the distance hr
is expressed as:

hr = xr cos ψR (7)

where the cosine of the angle between the ordinate and the direction of the recuperative
force can be found from

cos ψr =
yD − yC

ρ
(8)

and for xr is valid the formula:

xr = xD + yD tan ψr = xD + yD
xC − xD
yD − xC

(9)

The piston spring force Fs is expressed by the following equation:

Fs =
[(

yE − rp sin ϕ
)
− ls0

]
ks (10)
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which expresses that the piston spring force pulls the piston during the suction stroke,
according to the presented schematic diagram and assuming xE = rpcos ϕin. In Equation
(10) ls0 is the initial length of the piston spring, yE is the vertical coordinate of point E, ks is
the stiffness of the piston spring, and rp = OP.

The moment of the piston spring force with respect to point O is:

Ms = Fsrp cos ϕ (11)

The pressure p of the gas during the suction stroke creates a piston gas force Fp which
depends on the indicator diagram and is presented by the formula

Fp =
πD2

4
(p− patm) (12)

where D is the diameter of the piston, and patm is the atmospheric pressure.
The angle γ between the vertical axis and the direction of the coupler is:

γ = arcsin
r cos ϕ− xB2

l
(13)

where xB2 = r sin ϕ0 and l = BD.
The moment Mp of the piston force Fp with respect to point O is calculated using the

angle γ as follows:
MP = −Fpr cos γ (14)

The pressure acting on the piston is assumed to be pre-set and is represented by the
pressure-displacement indicator diagram shown in Figure 2a [32], where the following
positions are used to denote the parts of the diagram: 1—compression, 2—discharge, 3—
expansion, and 4—suction. The red line represents the motion of the piston from TDC
to BDC, whereas the blue line represents the motion from BDC to TDC. The moment Mp
generated by the indicating pressure force at the revolute joint O of the three-arm rocker is
computed using Equation (14) and is depicted in Figure 2b.
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Figure 2. Indicator diagram: (a) In pressure-displacement coordinates p-s [32]; (b) In coordinates
moment-angle of rocker arm Mp-ϕ.

Figure 3a depicts the graph of a linear recuperating spring moment Mr (plotted with
the opposite sign) and the pressure moments Mp1 and Mp2 represented by the indicator
diagram. The two instability points, labeled as ϕui for the discharge period and ϕus for the
suction period, are determined by the intersection of the line representing the recuperative
force moment Mr and the indicator diagram.
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Figure 3. Recuperation by a spring with a linear characteristic: (a) View of the linear characteristic and
indicator diagram; (b) Resultant moment for the discharge period after the recuperation; (c) Resulting
moment for the suction period after the recuperation.

The graph demonstrates that for the two instability angular positions to coincide,
the characteristic of the recuperative moment must be a vertical line. However, attaining
bistability in such a scenario would necessitate a recuperative spring with an infinitely large
stiffness, which is not practically achievable. The practical solution reached in [32] employs
a spring with exceptionally high stiffness, resulting in excessively large reaction forces
among the pump components. Furthermore, the extensions of the hot and cold SMA wires
would overlap during the interval from ϕui to ϕus, leading to increased energy consumption.

The graphs of the total moments MT1 = Mp1 − Mr and MT2 = Mp2 − Mr for the
discharge and suction periods, respectively, are shown in Figure 3b,c. From both graphs,
it can be seen that maximum absolute values of the total moments were obtained at the
initial point ϕ0 and the end point ϕe. At these two points, the extreme total moments are
balanced by the forces of the SMA wires, thus achieving two stable pump equilibria for
the suction and the discharge. In both graphs of Figure 3b,c there is one zero value of
the total moment ϕui, and ϕus, which means that there is an unstable equilibrium at this
position. When the two unstable equilibrium positions are located in the middle of the
rotation angle interval, the two SMA wires will only deform to half of the piston stroke,
which turns out to be optimal for energy consumption. However, this condition requires
that the intersections ϕui, and ϕus in Figure 3a are above each other, which is equivalent to
a vertical characteristic of the recuperating moment.

3. Formulation of the Task for the Synthesizing of a Driving Mechanism

In order to avoid the drawback of the three-arm rocker pump scheme analyzed in
Section 2, a mechanism should be synthesized that reduces the difference in the two unstable
equilibrium positions (see Figure 3a). It is suggested that this be achieved by assuming that
the moment of the recuperative force should change according to the following reference
piecewise function

M∗r =


Mp1m + (ϕ− ϕ0)k1 i f ϕ0 ≤ ϕ ≤ ϕci
Mp1m−Mp2m

ϕui−ϕus
ϕ i f ϕci ≤ ϕ ≤ ϕcs

Mp2m + (ϕ− ϕ0)k2 i f ϕcs ≤ ϕ ≤ ϕe

(15)

where Mp1m and Mp2m are the values of the discharge and suction sectors of the reference
function at ϕ = ϕ0, k1 and k2 are the stiffnesses of the first and third part of M∗R, and ϕci
and ϕcs are the intersection points. If a mechanism is synthesized to generate a recuper-
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ative function close to the relationship (15), much of the listed drawbacks of the linear
recuperative force will be avoided.

In Figure 4a, the negative recuperative moment M∗r is depicted using a dashed line,
while the indicator diagram is represented by a solid line. In Figure 4b,c, the changes of
the piston moments Mp1,Mp2 and total moments MT1 = Mp1 −M∗r ,MT2 = Mp2 −M∗r are
shown. The presence of a jump discontinuity in the middle of the two strokes facilitates
the alignment of the two instability positions ϕui and ϕus. This approach successfully
addresses the challenges mentioned earlier by minimizing the stretching of the SMA wires
and utilizing springs with low stiffness and low loading forces.
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7 through a revolute joint. The follower and pump body are connected by a recuperative 
spring 6. 

The spring 6 applies a non-linear force that results in a transmission of a non-linear 
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from the conventional cam mechanisms because the cam and the follower interchange 
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Figure 4. Influence of the recuperative moment on work distribution (shaded areas): (a) Indicator
diagram and the reference recuperative moment; (b) Work of the reference recuperative moment
and piston moment at discharge period; (c) Work of the reference recuperative moment and piston
moment at suction period.

The implementation of the proposed discontinuous reference function requires a dif-
ferent mechanism than the one that incorporates a three-arm rocker (refer to Figure 1).
Various mechanical structures are possible, and the determination of the suitable number
of links and their types falls within the subject of the “Theory of Mechanisms and Ma-
chines” [34]. Among all possible solutions, the cam mechanism in Figure 5 was chosen due
to its relatively simple structure. A similar idea is suggested in [33]. The design of such a
mechanism is as follows (see Figure 5). The cam 1 is produced on the three-arm rocker 8,
and it comes into contact with a roller 9 that is mounted on the rotating follower 7 through
a revolute joint. The follower and pump body are connected by a recuperative spring 6.

The spring 6 applies a non-linear force that results in a transmission of a non-linear
moment to the three-arm rocker through the cam profile. This cam mechanism differs
from the conventional cam mechanisms because the cam and the follower interchange
function as actuator and actuated link. Initially, the three-arm rocker and cam are rotated
by the SMA wires until the mechanism reaches the unstable position. Subsequently, the
movement is sustained by the recuperative spring to complete the stroke.

The synthesis of the cam mechanism that will realize the proposed discontinuous
reference function will be performed under previously assumed constant numerical values
of the parameters of the indicator diagram (see Figure 2), the dimensions of the slider—
crank mechanism, and the piston stroke and diameter. The numerical values of these
parameters are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 5. Scheme of a pump with a recuperative cam mechanism: 1. Cam; 2. Piston; 3. Discharge SMA
wire; 4. Coupler; 5. Suction SMA wire; 6. Recuperative spring; 7. Oscillating follower; 8. Three-arm
rocker; 9. Roller; 10. Left end stop; 11. Right end stop.

Table 1. Constant numerical values of the pump parameters.

Parameter Symbol Unit Value

First arm of the three-arm rocker OA, r m 0.125

Coupler AB, l m 0.0415

Starting rocker angle ϕ0 rad −0.0639

Starting rocker angle in degrees ϕ0d deg −3.66

Piston diameter Dp m 0.03

Distance from point O to sliding line of
center of the piston xB m 0.0290

Piston stroke hp m 0.016

Vertical piston position at BDC yBDC m −0.034

Maximum discharge pressure pH _ Pa 1,000,000

Maximum suction pressure pl _ Pa 50,000

Maximum discharge moment Mp1max Nm 79.24

Minimum suction moment Mp2max Nm 4.53

4. Synthesis of a Two-Section Involute Cam Profile

Figure 6 presents the cam profile necessary to generate the required reference piecewise
characteristic for the recuperating moment. The cam profile consists of two involutes,
denoted as left involute (El) and right involute (Er), with concentric base circles kl and kr,
respectively. The involute cam was originally introduced by Shaw [35,36]. The three-arm
rocker rotates around the center of the revolute joint O, which coincides with the centers of
the two base circles. The involute’s property, where its normal is tangential to the base circle,
is utilized to ensure a constant force arm between the roller and the cam. The transition
between the two sections of the involute is accomplished by a cusp point Pm.
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Figure 6. Profile of the two-section involute cam.

The two rocker positions G1 C1 and G2 C2 are obtained by the method of the inversion
of the frame with the rocker rotated opposite to the direction of the angular velocity ω1 of
the three-arm rocker.

The cam profile comprises two sections: P0Pm, which is a part of the left involute, and
PmPe, which is a part of the right involute. The cusp point Pm is formed by the intersection
of these two involutes, and it is advisable to align this position of the cam when ϕ = 0, based
on the assumed reference moment conventions. The ratio of the radii of the base circles
is chosen to be equivalent to the ratio of the extreme values of the reference recuperative
moment. Since the common normals at the contact points between the roller and cam are
always tangential to the base circles, the transformed force arm of the recuperating spring
will be equal to one of these radii.

Examining Figure 6, it can be observed that when ϕ varies from ϕ0 to 0, representing
the contact at the left involute in the P0Pm section, the force is transmitted along the normal
C2Q2. In this case, the force arm corresponds to the radius of the larger base circle of the
left involute, resulting in a positive moment. As the contact is at the PmPe section, the force
is transmitted along the normal C1Q1, leading to a negative moment, while the force arm
changes to the smaller radius of the right involute.
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By incorporating the two involutes in the cam profile, the issue of discontinuity in the
recuperating moment function is resolved. Moreover, a change in the sign and magnitude
of the moments for the two sections is achieved.

5. Synthesis of a Bistable Pump Containing a Two-Section Cam

The synthesis of the pump mechanism must meet three fundamental requirements.
Firstly, it should achieve bistability, allowing for two stable end positions. Secondly, it
should amplify the force exerted by the recuperative spring. Lastly, it should convert the
spring force in accordance with the pre-set reference non-linear function.

The schematic diagram in Figure 7 portrays the modified mechanism depicted in
Figure 1, which incorporates a two-section involute cam. The essential components of the
mechanism remain unchanged from those depicted in Figure 1. The recuperative spring is
suspended between the body and the oscillating follower DCG in points E and D.
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the bistable pump with two-section involute cam and oscillating
follower.

The force of the spring is transmitted to the cam by a roller which rotates around point
C. According to Figure 7, the cam is located on the third arm of the three-arm rocker with
two involute sections with different base circles. The drawing shows the involutes of the
pitch profile which, as known from the properties of the involute, is equidistant from the
cam profile. For the discharge phase, the three-arm rocker is first rotated by the wire KF
from the end position ϕe to the unstable discharge position ϕui. The roller contacts the
involute with a small radius of the base circle during this time, resulting in a small moment
arm of the forces of the SMA wire. The SMA wire has fully recovered its elongation after
the instability point and cannot drive the three-arm rocker anymore. Then, the driving is
performed by the spring, since the cam has already changed the involute profile, which
changes the sign and the amount of recuperative moment. The SMA wire NM is stretched
and the SMA wire FK is relaxed during this period. After that, a voltage is applied to the
ends of wire NM, which causes it to heat up and shrink. This signifies the start of the
suction period. The SMA wire NM rotates the three-arm rocker from angle ϕ0 to the suction
instability angle ϕus. Due to the rotation of the three-arm rocker after the suction instability
angle ϕus, the SMA wire NM relaxes, its voltage is turned off, and it begins to cool. The
rotation of the three-arm rocker continues in the same direction under the action of the
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recuperating spring, which reverses the direction of its moment due to a change in the
involute of the cam. During this rotation, the SMA wire FK is stretched, which sets up the
mechanism to repeat the discharge period. The presence of two stable end positions is
ensured by the reactions of each SMA wire in a cold tensioned state.

The force Frc with which the roller presses the cam after considering the balance of the
moments of the forces acting on the secondary rocker relative to point G is obtained as:

Frc =

(
1 +

lr1

lr2

)
Fr cos(ψ + ψ0) cos θ (16)

where lr1 = DC, lr2 = CG, Fr is the force of the recuperative spring, θ is the pressure angle,
ψ is the output cam angle, and ψ0 is the initial output cam angle (Figure 7).

The moment Mrs of the recuperative spring force with respect to point O is

Mrs = Frcrb = rb

(
1 +

lr1

lr2

)
Fr cos(ψ + ψ0) cos θ (17)

where rb =

{
−rl i f ϕ ∈ [ϕ0, 0]
rr i f ϕ ∈ [0, ϕe]

is the radius of the base involute circle.

The spring force Fr is expressed as

Fr = Fr0 + lr(tan ψ− tan ψ0)kr (18)

where lr = lr1 + lr2 = DG, Fr0 is the initial spring force, and kr is the spring stiffness.
The output angle of the cam mechanism is determined by the relationship.

ψ = π − arccos

(
x2 + y2 − d2

f − l2
r2

2d f lr2

)
− χ0 (19)

where d f = OG and χ0 = ^GOx. The coordinates of the cam profile can be left xl , yl or

right xr, yr oriented, assumed as x =

{
xl i f ϕ ∈ [ϕ0, 0]
xr i f ϕ ∈ [0, ϕe]

, y =

{
yl i f ϕ ∈ [ϕ0, 0]
yr i f ϕ ∈ [0, ϕe]

and

calculated according to the type of profile. For the left involute, they are presented as:

xl = −rl [cos(tl + al) + tl sin(tl + al)]
yl = rl [sin(tl + al)− tl cos(tl + al)]

(20)

and for the right involute, the profile coordinates are obtained in the form

xr = rr[cos(tr + ar) + tr sin(tr + ar)]
yr = rr[sin(tr + ar)− tr cos(tr + ar)]

(21)

where rl , rr are the radii of the base left and right involute, tl and tr are the parameters for
left and right involute, and al , ar are constants for the left and right involute that determine
the position of the initial point on the base circle.

After substituting (17) in (18), the recuperative moment is expressed as

Mrs = rb

(
1 +

lr1

lr2

)
[Fr0 − lr(tan ψ− tan ψ0)kr] cos(ψ + ψ0) cos θ (22)

where rb =

{
−rl i f ϕ ∈ [0, ϕe]
rr i f ϕ ∈ [ϕ0, 0]

is the radius of the involute cam base circle.

For the synthesis of the bistable cam mechanism, it is assumed that for the position of
the tree-arm rocker ϕ = 0 the roller contacts the cam at the middle point pm. Then, the arms
EO and OA are horizontal and the third arm Opm is vertical (see Figure 8). Here the middle
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point pm of the cam profile lies on the ordinate Oy. Assuming also that in this position the
output angle ψ = 0, the radius R0 of the cam pitch circle must be

R0 = ypm + r, (23)

where ypm = Opm is the ordinate of the middle point pm of the cam profile and r is the
radius of the roller. For such a configuration of the mechanism (Figure 8), it is evident that
when the input angle ϕ = 0 then the angles are:

ψ = 0, θ = θ0, and ψ0 = 0. (24)
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the pump bistable mechanism with two-section involute cam and
oscillating follower in horizontal position of the rocker’s arm OA.

The Equation (22) is transformed in the form

Mrs |ϕ=0 = rb

(
1 +

lr1

lr2

)
Fr0 cos θ0 (25)

The Equation (25) is suitable for the force and geometric synthesis of the mechanism.
First, the radius rl of the base circle of the left involute can be selected. Next is the choice of
the ordinate ypm of the middle point Pm

(
0, ypm

)
of the cam. The left involute parameters

follow from the system.

rr[cos(tr + ar) + tr sin(tr + ar)] = 0
rr[sin(tr + ar)− tr cos(tr + ar)] = ypm

(26)

which leads to the solution

ar = arctan2

[
rr

ypm
,−
√

1−
(

rr
ypm

)2
]

tr =

√(
ypm
rr

)2
− 1

(27)
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The radius of the right base circle is determined by the ratio

rr

rl
=

Mrmin

Mrmax
(28)

The parameters of the left involute circle follow from the system

−rl [cos(tl + al) + tl sin(tl + al)] = 0
rl [sin(tl + al)− tl cos(tl + al)] = ypm

(29)

which is solved to

al = arctan2

[
rl

ypm
,

√
1−

(
rl

ypm

)2
]

tl =

√(
ypm
rl

)2
− 1

. (30)

The amplification of the spring recuperative force depends on ratio m12 = lr1
lr2

which
along with the length of the secondary rocker arm lr is chosen for reasons of appropriate
design. The initial force of the recuperative spring can be found from (25) in the form

Fr0 =
Mrmax

rr(1 + m12) cos θ0
or Fr0 =

|Mrmin|
rl(1 + m12) cos θ0

(31)

In the current synthesis, the stiffness of the recuperative spring is found for the angular
position ϕ = ϕe = 0.260 rad. In this position the roller contacts with point pc of the right
involute, which is rotated relative to the zero position of the angle −ϕe. The parameter trc
of the right involute is found by a numerical solution of the equation

yrc(trc)

xrc(trc)
=

sin(trc + ar)− trc cos(trc + ar)

cos(trc + ar) + trc sin(trc + ar)
= tan(−ϕe) (32)

The next step of synthesis is to find the output angle ψc = ψ(−ϕe) using (17) where
x = yrc and y = yrc are substituted. To avoid the multiple solutions, including those of
complex number type, it is recommended to search for the roots of the Equation (30) in an
interval close to ψc ∈ [(1− δ)ψ(0), (1 + δ)ψ(0)], where δ = 0.01 and δ = 0.1, respectively,
for the right and left evolute. Considering that ψ0 = 0 the stiffness of the spring is expressed
from (10) as

kr =
1

lr tan ψc

[
Mr(ϕe)

rb(1 + m12) cos ψc cos θ
− Fr0

]
, (33)

where the pressure angle θ after substituting ψ = ψc is calculated from

θ = β− π

2
+ α, (34)

where

β = arcsin
[ d f

R + r
sin(ψ + χ0)

]
, (35)

and
α = ±arcsin

rb
R

. (36)

The angle χo determines the position of the fixed revolute joint G, e.g., χo = ]GOx
and the radius of the involute is R =

√
x2 + y2, where r is the radius of the roller.

Numerical values of the parameters obtained from the synthesis are shown in Table 2.
The sign “+” in α is assumed for the right involute and “-“ is for the left involute.
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Table 2. Numerical results from the force and geometric synthesis.

Parameter Symbol Unit Value

Small arm of the oscillating follower GC, lr2 m 0.02

Large arm of the oscillating follower CD, lr1 m 0.065

Oscillating follower ratio m12 - 3.25

Length of the oscillating rocker CG, lr m 0.085

Radius of the involute at ϕ = 0 ypm m 0.046

Radius of the right base circle rr m 0.00086

Radius of the left base circle rl m 0.015

]GOx χ0 rad 1.2019

Initial force of the recuperative spring Fr0 N 403.7

Stiffness of the recuperative spring kr N/m 9947.7

First gradient for aim recuperative moment k1 Nm/rad 19.1

Second gradient for aim recuperative moment k2 Nm/rad 2.7

Value at ϕ = 0 of first aim recuperative moment Mp1m Nm 19.08

Value at ϕ = 0 of second aim recuperative moment Mp2m Nm −2.89

Intersection position between first and third aim moment ϕci rad −0.00063

Intersection position between second and third aim moment ϕcs rad 0.00059

The synthesized cam output parameters are given in Figure 9. The graph of the
position output angle ψ calculated using (19) is presented in Figure 9a and pressure angle θ
according to (34) is shown in Figure 9b.
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Figure 9. The output parameters of the involute cam: (a) The position output angle ψ [rad]; (b) The
pressure angle θ [rad].

In Figure 10, the graphs of the obtained recuperative moment Mr compared to the
reference recuperative moment M∗r are shown. Small variations in the extreme values and
slopes of the two moments are observed, but they do not have a significant impact. The
actual function that generates the cam can be considered a satisfactory engineering solution
for the intended drive.
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Figure 10. The graph of the synthesized recuperative moment Mr compared to the reference recuper-
ative moment M∗r .

The synthesis conditions are fully met by the obtained results. The stiffness kr of the
newly obtained recuperative spring is 9947.7 N/m which is compared with the design in
Figure 10 and the results obtained in [32] show about 250 times reduction. This means
that in the newly synthesized mechanism, the reactions among mechanism parts will have
relatively small magnitudes.

6. Choice of the SMA Wire Parameters

In order to enhance the reliability of the pump, a strain of 2.5% was selected for the
SMA wires, followed by determining their appropriate length:

lSMAI = lSMAS =
rM sin ϕ0

0.025
(37)

where lSMAI lSMAS is the length of the discharge and suction SMA wires, rM = OM. The
above formula is valid if distance OF is chosen to be equal to rM.

The diameter of the SMA wires depends on the maximal absolute values of the total
moments MT1m and MT2m obtained in Figure 3b,c.

dSMAI ≥
√

4MT1M
πrM[σ]

dSMAS ≥
√

4MT2M
πrM[σ]

(38)

where dSMAI and dSMAS are the diameters of the SMA discharge and suction wires, respec-
tively, and [σ] is a permissible normal stress of SMA.

The thermal time constant τT [37,38] is determined by the equation

τT =
ρsVscp

Ashc
(39)

where ρs is the density of the SMA wire, Vs is the volume of the SMA wire, cp is the specific
heat of the SMA wire, hc is the heat transfer coefficient for convection between air and
the NiTi SMA wire, and As is the surface area of the wire. To decrease the convection
heat transfer, instead of one wire n branches of wires of smaller diameter db with the same
pulling force are used, or db = 1√

n dSMA where dSMA is the diameter of any nonbranched or
one-branch SMA wire.
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Taking into account that Vs =
πd2

SMA lSMA
4 and As ≈ πdSMAlSMA, the thermal time

constant is transformed in

τT ≈
ρsdbcp√

nhc
(40)

The piston’s speed is influenced by the number of branches of the applied SMA wires,
as shown in this result. The thermal time constant does not depend on the length lSMA of
the SMA wire but is proportional to its diameter and inversely proportional to the square
root of the number of branches.

7. Conclusions

In this research, a novel design of a bistable piston pump is proposed, incorporating
SMA wire, a two-section involute cam, and a recuperating spring. Through a comprehen-
sive analysis and type, force, and geometry synthesis, this study significantly contributes
to the understanding and development of the bistable piston pump driven by SMA and an
energy-recuperating spring.

The recuperating mechanism is implemented by employing a two-section involute
cam that features a cusp point to determine the unstable position of the pump. Throughout
each suction or discharge period, an SMA wire serves as the initial driving force, causing
the rotation of the cam as it passes through the cusp point. Subsequently, the recuperating
spring takes charge of the drive and completes the remaining stroke.

This study uncovers the fundamental kinematic and force relationships of a cam
mechanism employing a two-section involute profile. The development of the two-section
involute cam synthesis entails determining the dimensions and profile of the cam, as well
as deriving the relationship between the output angle of the oscillating cam follower and
the force pressure angle. The numerical investigations demonstrate that a cam composed of
two involute profiles can produce a moment based on a prescribed reference discontinuous
function, with extrema of opposing signs. The synthesis of a bistable mechanism with a
two-section involute cam results in a spring stiffness reduction of 250 times compared to a
similar mechanism proposed in reference [32].

By considering the number of branches in the SMA wires, a relationship for the
thermal time constant is derived. It has been established that the thermal time constant
remains independent of the wire’s length while exhibiting a direct proportionality to its
diameter and an inverse proportionality to the square root of the number of branches. This
relationship provides an opportunity to control the dynamic response of the structure by
adjusting the parameters of the SMA wires.

The findings of this research can be applied to assess the potential for enhancing
the performance of the pump. They hold promise for enhancing the overall performance
and efficiency of pump mechanisms in a wide range of applications, particularly those
that necessitate precise control and energy-saving capabilities. The synthesis method
presented in this study has extensive applications as it enables the combination of actua-
tion through a two-section involute cam with various other types of actuation, including
solenoids, magnetostrictive, hydraulic and pneumatic actuation, piezoelectric, capacitive,
thermoelectric, etc.

In our forthcoming research, we will employ the proposed synthesis method to con-
struct a physical prototype of the studied pump, incorporating a two-section involute
cam. Following that, we will conduct comprehensive experimental studies, including
efficiency testing.
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